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Materials: 

Approximately 250-300 yards fingering weight yarn in a color and fiber you enjoy. 

(2) Size 6 circular needles – or interchangeable cable needle points and two cables. 

 

Finished Size: Approximately 8-10 inches (3.5-10cm) width by 65 inches (25.6 cm) length 

 

Directions: Cast on 220 stitches, provisionally, using a cable needle in place of the scrap 

yarn. (NOTE: if you do not have an extra set of circular knitting needles or interchangeable 

needles, it is fine to cast on to a piece of scrap yarn – the knitting up is easier if you use 

another circular needle in the same length as the one with which you’re knitting) 

 

K 8 Rows in Seed st (First row: K 1, P1; all rows thereafter: purl the knit stitches and knit the 

purl stitches) 

 

 

 

 

 

Set up row: 

 

K 13 sts, Place Marker (PM), K 28 sts, PM, K16 sts, PM, K23 sts, PM, K60 sts, PM, K23 sts, PM. 

K16 sts, PM, K28 sts, PM, K13 sts.  

 

Purl 1 row. 

 

Begin charts as follows: 

13 sts Chart A-Right; 28 sts of Chart A-Center; 16 sts Chart A-Left; 23 sts of Chart B-Right; 60 sts Chart B-Center, 23 Sts Chart B-

Right; 16 sts Chart E-Left; 28 sts Chart E-Center and 13 sts of Chart E-Right. 

 

Knit in pattern, repeating charts for all rows needed to complete the longest pattern chart (12 rows) Optional: knit 24 or 36 rows for 

three repeats of the longest chart (B) for a wider scarf; end on WS row.  
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Knit 8 Rows in seed stitch.   

 

Edging:  work edging as shown on chart, at end of every RS row, make last st a k2tog or ssk as you prefer.  After last stitch is picked 

up and knit together with the edging stitch, bind off remaining edging stitches, using Jenni’s Surprisingly Stretchy Cast Off as seen on 

Knitty.com. 

Pick up 220 stitches left on cable needle for the  provisional cast on (if you have interchangeable tips for the cable cord, simply fasten 

to each end of the cable) and repeat Edging as above for the other long side of the scarf . 

Block.  Enjoy☺ 
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Chart B-Left: After knitting Chart B-Center, add Chart B-Right again. 
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NOTE: Chart B-Center is repeated in a mirror image (60 sts.) 

 

[Chart B-Left is the same as Chart B-Right] 
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